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COMATIQ is:

A brand owned by Spółka Inżynierów SIM, an independent Polish technology company with 30 years 
of experience, specialising in the design and production of solutions integrating the latest electronic 
and IT technologies.

Lighting control system using the DALI-2 standard dedicated for:
 ■ warehouses
 ■ production plants
 ■ office spaces
 ■ commercial establishments
 ■ public buildings

Superior quality and comfort. A wide range of possibilities to adapt lighting parameters to standard-
-imposed requirements and user preferences, both with regard to light intensity and colour. 

The system can operate according to defined scenarios or the idea of Human Centric Lighting, 
i.e. the reproduction, by means of LED luminaires, of changing parameters of natural light in the 
course of a day. COMATIQ improves well-being and comfort of work while generating additional energy 
savings. COMATIQ provides a wide-scaled integration with Building Management Systems (BMS) that 
is tailored to the customer's expectations.



COMATIQ at the RK NIEDZIAŁEK Logistics Centre

RK NIEDZIAŁEK is an automotive wholesaler with a modern Logistics Centre. The new warehouse 
features over 2,500 m2 of multi-level storage, as well as state-of-the-art logistics and ICT solutions. 

A tailor-made solution was developed based on the experience of COMATIQ experts, which fully met 
the Client's expectations. The COMATIQ lighting control system now runs in the main warehouse across 
3 floors. It manages 240 DALI LED luminaires and 75 motion sensors divided into 53 groups. 

The COMATIQ multisensors control the lighting in the storage aisles. When motion is detected, they 
activate the LED luminaires, which maintain the programmed light output for the preset duration. When 
a warehouse worker leaves the detection area, the sensors switch off the luminaires, which then go 
into standby mode. This solution reduces lighting-related electricity consumption by up to 70%, 
which - given the 24/7 operation of the warehouse - means very tangible savings.

Intelligent lighting control system in the Municipal 
Council of Cieszanów

In cooperation with our partner MILOO-ELECTRONICS, a solution 
combining modern LED lighting with an advanced DALI lighting 
control system was implemented.

The COMATIQ system automatically regulates the light intensity 
depending on the current light level in the room and detected 
movement.
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